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1. THE PROBLEM OF CONTROLLABILITY 
We are given an object whose state, represented by an n-vector x, varies 
during a certain interval of time 0 < t < T, obeying the law described by a 
linear (ordinary) differential equation of the form 
dx/dt = A(t)x + B(t)u(t) + c(t). (l-1) 
The coefficient A(t), an rz by rr matrix, and the forcing term B(t) u(t) + c(t), 
an n-vector, are both defined on [0, T]. B(t) u(t) is the product of a given n 
by m matrix B(t) by the m-vector control function .u = u(t), t E [0, 2’1. 
The control u(t) can be any element of a given subset Q of some linear 
space A? of m-vector functions defined on [0, T]. 
An initial and a final state, x0, x1, are also given and the object is said to be 
controllable at time T, in 9, with respect to x0, x1, if there exists some u(t) E Q 
and, correspondingly, a solution x(t ; u) of (1.1) such that 
x(0; u) = x0 (1.2) 
x(T, u) = xl. (1.3) 
The problem of controllability consists then in: (a) establishing under which 
conditions the object is controllable; (b) determining explicitly the admissible 
controls, i.e., those u E 9 who allow the required performance of the object. 
The problem of controllability is a preliminary one in the optimum control 
theory. 
In general, as many applications show, the use of discontinuous controls 
(piecewise constant, for instance) cannot be avoided, so that it is preferable 
to consider Eq. (1 .l) in the sense of Caratheodory, rather than in the classical 
Euler-Cauchy-Peano sense. It is assumed therefore that A(t), B(t) u(t), c(t) 
are L-integrable functions of t on [0, T], so that the solutions of (1 .l) will be 
absolutely continuous functions which satisfy (1 .l) almost everywhere (a.e.) 
in [0, T]. 
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Assuming further, as usual, that the solutions of the homogeneous equatron 
dx/dt = A(t)x (1.4) 
are completely known, and denoting by Q(t) any of the fundamental matrices 
of (1.4), the unique solution of (1.1) and (1.2) corresponding to a fixed u(t) 
is represented by 
x(t; u) = Q(t) @-1(O) 2’ + 
I 
t Q(t) P’(T) B(T) U(T) dr 
0 
+ St @(t) P(T) C(T) dT, t E [O, T]. (1.5) 
0 
Consequently, if we put 
V(T, t) = @(T)@-‘(t)B(t) U-6) 
x(t) = x1 - CD(t) @-l(O) x0 - r t Q(t) C’(T) C(T) dr (1.7) ‘0 
the problem of controllability reduces to finding those solutions of the 
Fredholm integral equation 
I 
T 
V(T, t) u(t) dt = x(T) 
0 
(1.8) 
which belong to the given set 4. 




h(t) dt = x?(T), j = 1, “‘,?z 
0 
so that the problem can be viewed also as a finite moment problem (Cf. 
Krasovskii [IO], and Reid [25j). 
However, we prefer to follow a different approach, of a geometrical, or, 
rather, set-theoretical nature, used by various authors and best illustrated in a 
recent paper by Antosiewicz [I], to which the present contribution is largely 
inspired. Such an approach has the advantage of being applicable also to 
problems, such as approximate controllability, whose nature is essentially 
nonalgebraic. 
If the integral in (1.8) is defined, in the sense of Lebesgue, for all the u 




A,:Z4--+ V( T, t) u(t) dt 
0 
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of &%7 into the euclidean n-dimensional space En. Then, denoting by A,% the 
image of % under A,, the problem of controllability in 9 reduces to: (a) esta- 
blishing whether 
X(T) E 4% (1.9) 
and (b) determining for each x E A,@ those u such that I( E 9, Il,u = x. 
2. SOME BASIC FACTS ABOUT COMPACT CONVJX SETS IN En 
As a result of the assumptions which shall be adopted here, the set A,% 
will be found to be a compact (i.e., bounded and closed) convex set of En: 
this is also the case most frequently encountered in the linear control theory. 
The properties of a compact, convex set of En can be completely described 
by having recourse to the support function associated with it. For the reader’s 
convenience we are going therefore to recall in this section the definition and 
the properties of the support function to be used later. Except for some 
modifications in the symbols, reference is made to : T. Bonnesen and 
W. Fenchel, Theorie der konvexen K&per (Springer, Berlin, 1934; Chelsea, 
New York, 1948); H. G. Eggleston, Convexity (Cambridge Univ. Press, 
1958); G. Kiithe, Topologische lineare R&me, Vol. I (Springer, Berlin, 1960). 
Let C be any compact, convex set of En, symmetrical with respect to the 
origin. We denote by (En)* the conjugate space of En, i.e. the space of 
“directions” y*, with the norm 
II Y* II A sup {I y*x I : II x II2 = 11; 
where 11 x II2 is the euclidean norm in En. The support function of C is then 
defined by 
H(y*) 2 sup (I y*x I : X E C}, y* E (En)* (24 
and from this follows 
xECoJy*xl <H(y*), y* E (En)*. (2.2) 
Moreover, denoting by 
d@, C) = inf {II x - ff 11s : x E C> 
the distance of the point f from C, we have 
d(x, C) = mm [0, sup{1 y*x I - H(y*) : (I y* II = I)]. (2.3) 
The union set C, of points belonging to the closed balls with radius E and 
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centers at XE C is a compact, convex set [the so-called parallel set) whose 
support function is H(y*) + E 11 y* 11. Therefore 
ty*x I G WY”) + E IIY* II9 y* E (En)* (2.4) 
means that C intersects the closed ball I/ x - x II2 9 E. 
The diameter of C, which is also the diameter of the smallest ball containing 
C, is represented by 
2 suPMY*) : IIY* II = 11, 
while 
2 inf {H(y*) : II y* I/ = l} 
represents the thickness of C, i.e. the diameter of the greatest ball contained 
into C. 
C is said to be a convex body when its thickness is > 0: this is also equi- 
valent to saying that dim C, the dimension of C, is equal to tl. In general, 
as it is clear from (2.2), the dim C is = n - K, where k is the number of 
linearly independent solutions (# 0*), of the equation H(y*) = 0. If K = 11 
then C = (0); if 0 < k < n, C is a convex body when regarded as a subset 
of its smallest containing linear subspace. Therefore there is no essential 
restriction in assuming dim C = n. 
If C is a convex body, its boundary X’ is a proper subset of C, i.e., the set 
of interior points, int C = C - aC, is nonempty. Denoting by ext C the 
set of points exterior to C, i.e., the complementary set of C to En, we have 
sup{/ y*x I : H(y*) = l> <, =, > 1 0 x E int C, ac, ext C, (2.5) 
and also 
sup {H-l(y*) 1 y*x 1 : 1) y* 11 = l} <, =, > 1 0 x E int C, ac, ext C, (2.6) 
inf {H(y*) : I y*x j = l} >, =, < 1 0 x E int C, ac, ext C. (2.7) 
If C is a convex body of En, symmetrical with respect to 0, its distance 
function 
F(x) L inf {I+ : w E C}, XEE” 
has the same properties of the euclidean norm II x 11s . Replacing II x l/a by 
F(x), En is made into a new Banach space, .Z”, whose unit ball is C, and whose 
conjugate space (E)* is normed by sup (I y* x 1 : x E C}, i.e., by H(y*). 
Since 2” is reflexive, C will be strictly convex (K’ does not contain segments) 
if and only if H(y*) is weakly differentiable at ally* # 0*, i.e., if and only if 
WY* + hrl*) 
dh h-0 
= Fi h-l{H(y* + AT*) - H(y*)} 
exists for all Y* # 0*, q*. 
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Since C is finite dimensional, strict convexity is in fact equivalent to the 
existence of a continuous gradient of H(y*) at each y* # 0*, and x E X’ 
is equivalent to 
x = grad H(y*) at Y* =Yx* 
where yX* is any solution of y*x = H(y*). 
3. THE CONTROLLABILITY UNDER “GENERIC” ASSUMPTIONS 
(a) As a first step we are going to deal with the problem of controllability 
adopting the following “generic” assumptions: 
(H,) g is a Banach space and the Lebesgue integral s,’ V(T, t) u(t) dt 
exists for all 24 E 39; 
(Ha) the linear mapping 
s 
T 
AT:u-+ V( T, t) u(t) dt 
0 
of 93 into En is continuous; 
(Hs) 9 is the closed ball 
~p:IuIsT~p 
with given p > 0; 
(H,) YI#%~ (or, equivalently, (1,%‘,) is a closed set of En. 
As a consequence A+?JP will be a compact, convex set of En, symmetrical 
with respect to the origin of En, and its support function H(y*) is 
H(y*) = sup { 1 y*x 1 : x E &.G!&} 
= sup {I y*/l,u 1 : U E %VP) 
= p sup (1 y*/l$4 1 : 24 E %!r}. 
Hence, denoting by g* the conjugate space of 93, we have 
W*) =PIY*~ Ia*, y* E (E”)*. 
It follows from (2.2): 
(3.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Under th assumptions (HI) to (HJ controllability at time T 
in aP with respect o a pair x0, x1, is equivalent to 
I Y*XW I < P I Y*& Ie 3 y* E (En)* (3.2) 
where x(T) is dejked by (1.7) for t = T. 
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From (2.3) we have 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the assumptions (HI) to (HJ the distance of the point 
x(T) from A,@, is 
4x(T)> &@A = m=P, SUP{IY*XV) I -P /Y*&IP : IIy* II = 111. (3.3) 
(b) “Approximate” controllability is a milder property than controllability 
(Cf. Antosiewicz [I]). Given an l > 0 we say that the object is (approximately 
or) e-controllable at time T, in the set Q, with respect to the pair 9, x1, if 
there exists some u E % such that (1.2) holds while (1.3) is replaced by 
]I x(T; U) - xi lj2 < E. Clearly this is equivalent to 
XV) E &~)c (3.3) 
where @l,%!), is a set parallel to (1,4 (Section 2). From (2.4) we have 
THEOREM 3.3. Under the assumptions (HI) to (H4) the +controllability at 
time Tin %O with respect o x0, xl, is equivalent o 
ly*x(T) I -GP I~*4la~ + •z IIY* IL y* E (En)* (3.4) 
where x(T) is defined by (1.7) for t = T. 
(c) Since 
supW(~*) : IIY* II = 1> = P sup (I y*4 IF+ : IIy* II = l> = p I4 I, 
we have 
THEOREM 3.4. Under the assumptions (HI) to (Ha) 
diam &.eP = 2p j A, 1. (3.5) 
Further 
THEOREM 3.5. Under the assumptions (HI) to (HJ the thickness of A,%, 
is equal to 2~ inf (1 y*~$ II* : ]I y* 11 = 11, so that A#PP is a convex body if 
and only if 
inf{( y*fl, IB* : II y* I/ = l} > 0. (3.6) 
(d) Introducing the adjoint operator (1,* 
4*y* 2 y*4, y* E (Ey* 
(3.6) means that the null space of A,* 
Iv&“*] &(y* : Ll,*y* = o* > 
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is {O*), or, equivalently, that 
A@ = En, (3.7) 
i.e., A, maps L@ onto En. 
(e) The object represented by x is said to be completely controllable, at 
time T, in the set %, if it is controllable at time T, in %, for any pair x0, x1. 
Since (x”, xi) + x(T) is a mapping of En X E” onto En, as is shown by (1.7) 
for t = T, complete controllability is equivalent to 
A,% = E”. (3.8) 
Theorem 3.1 shows that if Q = %,, we cannot have complete controllability 
at time T, no matter how large p can be. If G? = a, then (3.8) becomes (3.7) 
and we have 
THEOREM 3.5. Under the assumptions (HJ to (H,,), complete controllability 
at time T in 99 is equivalent o (3.6). 
(f) From (3.1) we have that the set of solutions of H(y*) = 0 coincides 
with N[A,*]. Therefore 
THEOREM 3.6. Under the assumptions (HI) to (HJ we have 
dim A,@0 = n - dim N[A,*]. (3.9) 
(g) From (3.1) and (2.5) (2.6), (2.7) we have 
THEOREM 3.7. Under the assumptions (HI) to (HJ and (3.6) the following 
equivalence relations hold: 
~~~(I~*x(T)l:ly*~,la~ = I> -=c, =3 >P 
+ x(T) E int A/@,, , &lr%P , ext LI$~; (3.10) 
~uP~IY*~&~~Y*xG‘-)I : IIY* II = 11 -G =y >P 
o x(T) E int A#&,, , aA,GPP , ext A,%YP ; (3.11) 
inf (I y*A, Ia* : 1 y*x(T) I = l} >, =, < p-r 
o x(T) E mt A#??ZQ , a/1,4, , ext A,@, . (3.12) 
(4 If Wbl = {O), 4 is an isomorphism of a onto A+% and since 
A-,.9 C En, B is n-dimensional. Since this would exclude the case 99 = ‘#PJ 
(Section 4), we shall assume 
wb1 f: w. (3.13) 
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9 is mapped onto A#?‘, i.e., Ar has some right inverse, that is, there 
exists some linear operator /$. : A# + a, such that ArAr = I, the identity 
operator in A,g. 
If x E A#, i.e., A,u = x, then A,(u -cl”,x) = 0, i.e., u = u” +&x, 
u” E N[Ar]. By virtue of (3.13) this means that for any x E A## the inverse 
image of x under A, 
is a linear manifold &x =&.x + iV[A,] through the point &.x, parallel to 
WM~ 
Now, with a fixed p > 0, let us take any x E A,@p , i.e., let (3.2) hold (with 
x(T) replaced by x). The set of admissible controls 
is nonempty, by assumption. If &X n asp were empty, then 
A, =d,x ninteQ, 
@rich is impossible, since A, is closed, &x n int @!p is open relatively to 
A,x, and A, would be a (bounded, hence) proper, nonempty, closed-open 
subset of the connected set &x. Therefore A+ = x for some u E asp and 
we may state 
THEOREM 3.8. Under the assumptions (HI), (H,), (IT,) and (3.13) we huwe 
A$, = A@%,, . (3.14) 
Theorem 3.8 does not require the validity of (Ha), which will be now 
retained, while (3.13) will be dropped. To avoid formal complications we 
shall also assume (3.6) or the equivalent (3.7), which is not restrictive, since 
otherwise we could replace En by A& (unless A@ = (01, a trivial case). 
Let x E aATSP , which can be decided by using Theorem 3.7. Since A, is 
a continuous linear map of 9 onto En, by virtue of the interior mapping 
principle (See N. Dunford and J. T. Schwartz, Linear Operators, Part 1, 
p. 55 (Interscience, New York, 1958), it maps open sets into open sets, hence 
A, int eQ C int AT4YP . Therefore A, = &x A Wp and either it will consist 
of a single point or it contains a segment. Obviously this last case cannot 
occur when A% is strictly convex, i.e., when %,, is strictly convex. 
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4. THE CONTROLLABILITY IN THE SPACE B = @S*s 
(a) We are now going to specialize the space L% in a definite way, slightly 
extending those considered by Antosiewicz [I] and Reid [25]. Given p and Y, 
l<P<=J, l<r<co, 
we consider the linear space 4 pvr of m-vector functions u = u(t), t E [0, T] 
with the norm: 
IUI @lLT = 






p = 00. 
This includes such spaces as 9P+, ezJ, CV*$‘, which most frequently occur 
in the linear control theory. Detailed references are contained in the diagram 
below, showing the unit square in the (l/p, l/r)-plane and the parts of it 
covered by previous research, according to the Bibliography placed at the 
end of this paper. 
a: PI, [41, r91, r101, rL?l, r131, E143, 
[171, [1811, [191, WI, WI, [23l, 
v41, f251, [261; 
0, 0, CD [91, rm WI, wl, 
C141, WI, WI, Wl; 
0 also: [II, PI, WI, VI, PI, [RI]. 
8: [II, [ml, wl. 
Q, 0: [II; 
Q, @: WI. 
Ol w 1 l/P 
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?Z!PJ is a Banach space, isometric to (%q$,)* where 
q-1 = 1 -p-l, s-1 = 1 - y-1 and l<p<co, 1 <s<co. 
By virtue of (1.6) and the continuity of @-l(t), if we assume that the ele- 
ments of B(t) belong toL,([O, T]), i.e., 
then (H,) and (H,) are both satisfied for a = %p~~. 
If we consider, in accordance with (HJ, the closed ball 
it can be proved that (H4) is also satisfied, i.e., (1,%:’ is a closed set. We shall 
omit the proof of this since it can be carried out along the same lines followed 
by various authors (Cf. Bellman, Glicksberg, and Gross [3], Antosiewicz [I], 
Kreindler [12], etc.) to prove the same property of /l$!~~,~ for particular 
values of p, r. 
(b) The case r = 1 is not considered here since (~/?J,P,~ is not closed. 
However @Q could be replaced by some space isometric to (@g*Q))*. The 
case of a space isometric to (am,-)*, including ordinary as well generalized 
functions such as Dirac delta, has already been considered in the literature 
(Cf. Kranc and Sarachik [9]; Krasovskii [II]; Kreindler [12]; Kulikowski 
[Id, 171; Neustadt [24), but this side of control theory would certainly 
deserve further attention. 
(c) Restating the results of Section 3 in terms of @p,7 requires only an 
explicit evaluation of the support function H(y*) of (1,@~*‘. This is given 
by the formula 
H(Y*) = P I y*4 I(*“.‘)* 
=P (1: Ily*v(r 4 11; q? Y* Em*. (4.1) 
A direct proof of this can be found in N. Bourbaki, @ltfments de Matht?mati- 
ques, XIII, Prem3re Partie, Livre VI, Intt@ation, Chap. IV, p. 211 (Actual& 
Sci. et ind., Hermann, Paris, 1952). 
(d) Of the results of Section 3 we shall restate only those which are 
directly connected with controllability. 
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From (4.1), Theorem 3.1, and Theorem 3.3 we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the assumption (H) a necessary and sujkient con- 
dition for +controllabiZity (C > 0) at time T in %y, with respect o x0, xl, is 
I Y*XW I - c IIY* II G P (j: II y*@(T) @-‘W W II”, dt)“’ y* E (En)* 
(4.2) 
where x(T) is dejned by (2.7) for t = T. (Cf. Antosiewicz [I], Theorem 1.) 
Since det @(T) # 0, y* -+ y*@(T) is an automorphism of (En)* and we 
have, for E = 0, 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumption (H) a necessary and su@ient con- 
dition for controlhzbility at time Tin ST, with respect o x0, x1, is 
IY*@-‘(T)x(T) I <P (jr Ilr*@-‘(4 W II; dt)l”, Y* E (En)*. (4.3) 
(Cf. Reid [25j.) 
From (4.1) and Theorem 3.2 we have 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the assumption (H) the distance of x( T)fromA@F’ is 
= max ![O, sup f 1 y*x(T) I - p (~‘/I y*@(T)@-‘(t) B(t) III dt)l”: II y* II = 1 I] . 
0 
(Cf. Antosiewicz [I], Theorem 3.) 
From (4.1) and Theorem 3.5 we have 
THEOREM 4.4. Under the assumption (H) complete controllability at 
time T in WJ is equivalent o 
inf l(s: 11 y*@(T) Q-‘(t) B(t) 11; dt)“’ : I/y* I/ = 11 > 0. (4.4) 
In particular, for p = r = 2 we have 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumption (H) (s = 2) a necessary and su#i- 
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cient conditionfor complete controllability at time T in Wyz is that the quadratic 
f orm 
y” i,; VV*dt) y =y* (l:@(T) W(t) B(t) B*(t) @*-l(t) @*(T)dt) y 
be positive definite. (Cf. Kalman [7]; Kalman, Ho, and Narendra [8]; here 
V*, B*, ... are the transpose matrices of V, B, ... respectively.) 
From (4.1) and Theorem 3.7 we have 
THEOREM 4.5. Under the assumption (H) and if (4.4) holds, we have 
sup 11 y*x(T) I : is’ Ily*V Il;dt)“’ = 11 <, =, > p 
0 
o x(T) E int A,%!g*r, &I&,“*‘, ext A&‘*‘; 
o x(T) E int Ar%z9’, ~A#L,“*~, ext A&~*+; (4.5) 
inf ](J: Ily*V II; df” : I y*x(T) I = 11 >, => < p-l 
(Cf. Antosiewicz [I], Theorem 2; Krasovski [ZU]; Kreindler [Z2]; Kulikowski 
[1.3]; Neustadt [21]; Reid [2.5j.) 
(e) Since 
WY* + hr)*) = p (I’ll y*V + hv*V II; dt)“‘, l<q<co, l<s<cc 
0 
is a convex function of h, the two derivatives, left and right, at h = 0, 
D-H(y* + hq*) and D+H(y* + hv*), are both finite for all y*, ‘r)* E (E”)*. 
We want to evaluate them for a given y* # 0* and to find conditions in 
order that D- = D+ = D. When this holds for all y* # O* and I)*, the set 
AT%0 will be strictly convex and vice versa (Section 2). 
If H(y*) = 0, then y*V(T, t) = 0, a.e. t E [0, T], hence 
H(y* + hrl*) = I h I WI*), and pH(y* + hT*) = f H(T*). 
If H(y*) > 0, using the notation p 1 y* V Im,* in place of H(y*), we have 
D*H(y* + hT*) = ps-’ I y* V I&f8 D* 1’ 1) y* V + hq* V 11: dt. 
0 
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Since 11 y*V(T, t) + hv*V(‘(T, t) 11: also is a convex function of h, a.e. 
t E [0, T], D* 11 y*V( T, t) + hv* V(T, t) 11; will exist a.e. t E [0, T] and 
D&J= Ily*V+h~*V II;dt = s=D* jly*V+ h7*V II;dt, 
0 0 
hence, if H(y*) > 0 we have 
D*H(y* + hq*) = ps-’ I y* V I&f8 s’D* j/y* V + hv* F’ 11; dt 
0 
= p I y* V i&f, ,:’ II y* V II;-’ D* II y* V + hi* V II@ dt. 
Now if (1 y*Y 11, = 0 we have 
of Ily*v + h*v II* = + II 7*v IIP 
and if II y*V II0 > 0, denoting by wj the jth column of V, 
D+ I/ y*v + hq*f’ /IQ = /I y*V II’,-” 2 1 y+w’ /*-l D+ 1 y*d + hr]*Vj 1 - 
lj 
Also, if y *vi = 0 we have 
D* jy*vj + /ZT*V~ j = & 1 y*vj ) 
and if y*vj # 0 
of 1 y*d + hr)*oj j = v*vj sign y*d. 
The assumption 
(NJ y*vj(T, t) # 0 a.e. tE P, q, j = 1, .--, m; 
implies 
w IlY*w? 4 IL > 0 a.e. tE 10, q; 
which in turn implies 
(0) I y*v IcgP,’ > 0. 
We see, from what precedes, that under (N) the derivative DH(y* + hq*) 
exists, and 
DH(y* + /q*) = T* ST V(T, t) u(t; y’) dt (4.6) 
0 
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where the jth component uj(t; y*) of u(t; y*) is 
uj(t; y*) = p / y* V &~s 11 y* V [Ii-” 1 y*v’ ins1 sign y*v’. (4.7) 
In particular 
$t; y*) = p 11 y*V II:-q 1 y*d /Q-l sign y*vj, for q > I) s = 1 (4.8) 
uj(t; y*) = p 1 y* V ib;,;l. 11 y* I/’ II:-’ sign y*v’, for q = 1, s > 1 (4.9) 
uj(t; y*) = p sign y*vj, for q=s=l. (4.10) 
When q > I, s = 1, (4.6) is valid also if (N) is replaced by (P) and (4.8) by 
uj(t; y*) = 
I 
0, if y*vi z 0 
p 11 y*V Ill-Q 1 y*d 1*-l signy*d if y*vj # 0. 
(4.11) 
Q 7 
When q > 1, s > 1, (4.6) is valid also if (N) is replaced by (0) and (4.7) by 
(4.12) 
(f) Extending a terminology already used in the case p = I = 03, i.e. 
q = s = 1 (Cf., for instance, LaSalle [20]) we could say that /1, is normal 
if (N) holds for all y* # O*, and that it is proper when (P) holds for all 
y* # O*. When (0) holds for all y* # 0* we have (3.6), so that AT is onto 
En and viceversa. 
According to what we recalled in Section 2 we have 
THEOREM 4.8. Under the assumption (H) the set A,%, is a strictly convex 
bodyif,either,l<p<oo,l<t<coandA,isontoE~,orl<p<oo, 
r = 00 and A, is proper, or p = 00, 1 < r < 00 and A, is normal. Moreover 
x E aA#qJ is equivalent to 
T 
X= s 
V( T, t) u(t ; y*) dt 
0 
where u(t;y*) is defined by (4.12), (4.11), (4.9), (4.10) respectively, and 
y* is anyone of the solutions of the equation 
Y*X = P (Jr IIY”~ ll:dt)1’8. (4.13) 
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5. THECONTROLLABILITYATANUNPRESCRIBEDTIME 
(a) We have been dealing so far with the problem of controllability at a 
certain time T prescribed in advance. Quite often, however, the coefficient 
matrix A(t) and the forcing term B(t) u(t) + c(t) of (1.1) are defined for 
t E [0, + cc) and it is required to find whether there are controls u(t) such 
that the solution x(t; U) of (1.1) and (1.2) satisfies also 
x(T; 24) = x1 (5:l) 
at some r > 0, not prescribed in advance. 
Since any fundamental matrix a(t) and the n-vector x(t) are defined for 
t E [0, + co), the same is true both for 1 y*x(t) 1 and 1 y*@-‘(t)x(t) I. 
If we replace (H) by the assumption 
FM B(t) EL,([O, T]), for any T > 0, 
and we denote @‘I~, %y, respectively by ‘@‘J(T), e:‘(T), then the object 
wil be controllable, with respect to x0, x1, at some T > 0, in @F(T), if and 
only if there is some r > 0 such that 
I y*xt4 I < P 0; llY*w @-‘(4 B(t) 11; q, Y* E (En)*> (5.2) 
or, equivalently, 
I Y*@-‘(T) x(4 I < p ( j.’ II Y*@-w) B(t) II”, dty, y* E (En)*. (5.3) 
(b) Clearly, (5.2) will be satisfied if for some r > 0 we have 
II X(‘) II2 G P inf f (J-I II y*@(T) @-l(t) B(t) 11; dt)liS : IJy* 11 = 11 (5.4) 
and we may state, in particular, 
THEOREM 5.1. In order that the object represented by x, under the assutnp- 
tion (Hr), be controllable, with respect o x0, x1, at some 7 > 0, in %:r(~), it is 
sz@cient that 
(i) there are i > 0 and 01~ > 0 such that for all T > i 
inf 10: Ily*@(T)@-l(t)B(t) II; dt)“‘: l/y* II = 11 > 01~; 
(ii) A(t) x1 + c(t) = 0, a.e. t > 0; 
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(iii) the homogeneous equation dxldt = A(t) x is asymptotically stable. 
In fact, since both sides of (5.4) are continuous functions of 7, and since 
x(t) can also be written 
x(t) = @(t) @-l(O) [x’ - x0] - j: Q(t) Q-‘(T) [A(T) x1 + C(T)] d7 (5.5) 
we only need to observe that (ii) and (iii) yield 
II x(t) II2 = II Q(t) @-V) [x1 - 4 II2 - 0 as t++co. 
(c) The inequality (5.3) will be satisfied if for some r > 0 we have 
II @-‘(7) X(T) II2 < P inf 1 (jr II r*@-l(t) W II: dt)“’ : II Y* II = 11 (5.6) 
0 
and, in particular, we have 
THEOREM 5.2. The same conclusion of Theorem 5.1 holds if 
(i’) Jjmm (I’ 11 y*@-‘(t) B(t) I\: dt)“’ = + CO, IlY* II = 1, 
(ii’) /I ,: @-I(t) [A(t) x1 + c(t)1 dt (I2 is bounded as T + + co. 
(Cf. LaSalle [20]). 
The function of T 
(1: II r*@-‘(t) B(t) II”, dt)l” 
is, for eachy*, I] y* ]I = 1, continuous and nondecreasing. Given any K > 0, 
for each y*, ]I y* ]I = 1, the set of T’s such that the function is equal to K, 
is a compact interval, possibly reduced to one single point. 
If 
T(y*) 2 sup ] T : (1’ II y*@-‘(t) B(t) 11; dt)“’ = K 1 
0 
we have 
(I =(‘*) 0 !I y*@-‘(t) B(t) 11; dt)“’ = K 
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and 
for every E > 0. 
The function T(y*) is upper semicontinuous. Assuming the contrary, let 
there exist some < > 0 and a converging sequence (yk)* + (y)*, )I (y”)* (I = 1. 




II y(@)* @-l(t) B(t) 11; dt)lh = K 
T( (u”)* 1 
= 





II (y”)* @-l(t) B(t) 11; qt. 
Hence, letting k -+ co, 
K= (S 
11 (y”)* @-l(t) B(t) 11; dty 
= 
(1 yfuab*)+z 1) (ym)* @-l(t) B(t) 11; dty > K 
which is impossible. 
From the upper semicontinuity of T(y*) on the compact set 11 y* 11 = 1 
follows the existence of a TK such that T(y*) Q TK , II y* 1) = 1, hence 
(I,” II y*@-‘(t) B(t) II; df)“’ 2 K IIY” II = 1, 
and also 
inf 1(/p )I y*@-‘(t) B(t) 11; q : II y* II = 11 >, K 
which means 
$iyn inf -3 /cs.’ 11 y*@-l(t) B(t) 11; dt)l” : 11 y* 11 = 11 = + co. 
From this and (ii’), (5.6) follows. 
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(d) Assumptions (ii) of Theorem 5.1 and (ii’) of Theorem 5.2 are both 
satisfied in the so-called “special case”, i.e., when 
x1 = 0. c(t) = 0, 0 < t. 
(e) Since both sides of (5.2) (or (5.3)) are (absolutely) continuous func- 
tions of T, using the same argument of Antosiewicz [20], Corollary 1, we can 
assert the existence of a minimum time 7O and of a time-minimizing control 
u” E %Pn,T(~,,), i.e. the existence of a 7O and of an u” such that x(7,,; 6) = 9, 
x(t; U) # x1 for all t < T,, and all u E @r*‘(t), as soon as the object is control- 
lable at some T in %:‘(T). 
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